Neurites show pathway specificity but lack directional specificity or predetermined lengths in Xenopus embryos.
The earliest outgrowth of nerve fibers from identified spinal neurons labeled with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was traced along surgically rearranged pathways in the central nervous system (CNS) of Xenopus embryos. Parts of the CNS were misaligned or inverted rostrocaudally by grafting a segment of labeled spinal cord in place of the same or different spinal cord segment of an unlabeled embryo or by joining two rostral half embryos (head-to-head) or two caudal half embryos (tail-to-tail), one half of which was derived from a labeled embryo in each combination. Donor embryos were labeled by injection of HRP into a selected blastomere at the 16- or 32-cell stage. Host embryos were unlabeled. Grafts from labeled donors to unlabeled host embryos were made at early neural tube stages before outgrowth of any nerve fibers had started (Jacobson and Huang, 1985). Routes taken by labeled nerve fibers growing into unlabeled CNS were observed at later stages, and the rates of nerve fiber elongation were calculated. Labeled nerve fibers were normal in appearance, and elongated without branching, at normal rates (22-71 micron/h). In head-to-head and tail-to-tail embryos and in embryos with inverted spinal cord grafts, nerve fibers continued elongating without branching in the direction opposite to normal in the CNS. Many fibers reached lengths that were far greater than normal. No reorientation of such maldirected nerve fibers was seen. These results indicate that nerve fiber elongation is not guided by axially polarized pathway cues or markers and that nerve fibers do not grow to predetermined lengths. However, neurites preferred to grow along stereotyped nerve fiber pathways even when forced to grow in the wrong direction or when confronted with nonneural tissue.